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ROY M. RAKESTRAW /(0+) > 0), then take Λ = /(0+) on (0, 1] , / x (0) = 0 and / a = / -f x . In so doing, f t and f 2 e A n and /i and f 2 are not proportional to /. Therefore, for n > 1, the only extremal elements of A n such that /(0) > 0 are the positive constant functions, and the only extremal elements of A n which are discontinuous at 0 are those functions / such that /(0) = 0 and / = c > 0 on (0, 1] . It will be shown that the remaining extremal elements of A n , n > 1, are indefinite integrals of the extremal elements of a cone which is similar to A x . This cone is given in the following definitions. DEFINITION 1. If g is a real function continuous almost everywhere on (0, 1] and n is a positive integer, then g is said to satisfy property P(n) if
limit I I 1 \ g(t)dt dt^--dt n _ x
exists and is finite. DEFINITION 
Let K(n) denote the convex cone of nonnegative, nonincreasing real functions on (0,1] which satisfy property P(n).
In the same manner that the extremal elements of A 1 were found, it can be shown that the extremal elements of K(n) are precisely these functions which assume exactly one positive value in (0, 1] . Preliminary to the determination of the extremal elements of A n , it is shown in the following two lemmas how the A n functions are related to the functions in K(n -1), where n > 1. Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. If feA 2 , then/ is nonnegative, nondecreasing and concave. It follows that /+ is nonnegative and nonincreasing on (0,1], where /+(1) =/+(!--) [6] . Also,
f(x)= \'ft(t)dt+f(O + )
Jo which implies that /+ satisfies property P(l) [4] .
Assume that feA n implies (-I)*/!*" 1 * eK(n -1) for n ^ 2. If feA n+1 , then (-l) w /(g, ^ -1;) e A n , where n > 1.
Proof. The proof will be by induction on n. lί g e K(l), then (ri) , it is easily seen that -feK(n -1) and it follows from the induction hypothesis that
By a repeated application of the mean value theorem for a Riemann integral, it can be shown that It is a consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 that /-/(/| ίl~1) , n -1;) whenever fe A n , n > 1, /(0 + ) = 0 and f {h) (l) = 0 for 1 ^ k ^ n -2. If /e^4 2 , then / is concave on [0, 1] and
> is concave on (0,1] (cf. proof of Lemma 1). It follows that which implies that / = I{fl n~ι \ n -1;) [4] . 1] , where 0 < ? ^ 1 α^ώ m > 0, is an extremal element of A n , n > 1.
Proof. If / is such a function, then
α;6(0, f) and 0 for xe[f, 1], which implies that ( -I)*/!*-1 * is an ex-tremal element of K{n -1). Since /(0) = 0 and / (fc) (l) = 0 for 1 k ^ n -2 (whenever n > 2), then / = /(/j*-1 *, w -1;) and it follows from Lemma 2 that feA n .
If £ and fcei, such that / = g + h, then (-l)*^*"" 1 * and
and /I"- Proof. Since ^4 % is a subcone of A fc+1 and e(m, 1, fc;) is an extremal element of A k+ι , it is sufficient to show that e(m, 1, &;) e A n . If / = e(m, 1, fc;), then / = I(f {k \ k;) where
for 0 < a? ^ 1. Since / (/fc) is constant on (0,1], it follows from a repeated application of the mean value theorem for a Riemann integral that It will follow, as a consequence of the next three lemmas, that no other functions in A n are extremal elements of A n , n > 2. Since A^ is a subcone of A n , it follows that the function e(m, 1, %;), m > 0, is an extremal element of A^ for every positive integer n. It is shown in the following proposition that A^ has no other extremal elements which are continuous and zero at 0. The set of functions A n -A n9 n ^ 1, forms the smallest linear space containing the convex cone A n . With the topology of simple convergence, A n -A n is a Hausdorff locally convex space. Let C n be the set of functions feA n such that /(I) = 1. Then C n is a convex set which meets every ray of A n once and only once but does not contain the origin, that is the zero function. It then follows that / is an extreme point of C n if, and only if, / is an extremal element of A n which lies in C n . A proof similar to that found on page 992 of [5] can be used here to show that C n is compact. It follows from the next proposition that the set of extreme points of C n is compact. PROPOSITION 
The set of extreme points of C n is closed in C n ,
Proof. Since the topology of simple convergence is equivalent to the topology of pointwise convergence, it will suffice to show that if {fi} is a net of functions in ext C n which converges pointwise to a function /, then feextC n , % ^> 1, where ext C n denotes the set of extreme points of C n . The proof foτn = l is obvious. Since all except a finite number of the functions in ext C n , n > 1, are of the form e ((l/ξ) n~\ ξ, n -1;), where 0 < ζ ^ 1, it can be assumed without loss of generality that f { = e ((l/ζi) n "\ ζ i9 n -1;), for each i. If the net {ξJ of real numbers converges to 0, then it is easily seen that limit f^x) = 1 i for xe (0, 1] , Since the topology is Hausdorff, it follows that /(0) = 0 and f(x) = 1, x e (0, 1], which implies that fe ext C n .
On the other hand, if {fj does not converge to 0, then there is a positive real number ζ 0 and a subnet {ζ ά } of {ξJ such that {ζj} converges to ζ 0 . If 0 ^ x < f 0 , then limit/ y (a0 = -^rf^" 1 -(fo -a;) and it follows that /eextC n . Since ext C n and C n are both compact subsets of the locally convex space A n -A n , n ^ 1, it follows from Theorem 39.4 of Choquet [3] that for any function / 0 e C n there exists a probability measure μ ϋ on ext C m such that for xe [0, 1] . Since C n meets every ray of A n and does not contain the origin, it follows that each function of A n is a scalar multiple of such a representation. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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